THE NEW
HEIMTEXTIL

2019
BE THERE AS AN EXHIBITOR.

TEXTILE INSPIRATION
WE ARE SHAPING THE FUTURE:
THE NEW HEIMTEXTIL.

A PASSION FOR TEXTILES. NEW TRADE FAIR CONCEPT.
EVEN MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU.
The future belongs to organisations that are ﬂexible. And the same also holds
true for Heimtextil: As the world’s largest trade fair for home and contract
textiles, we will be showcasing a fundamentally revamped concept in 2019,
designed to benefit all exhibitors! A larger exhibition area, new buyer synergies
and a wealth of inspiration for your trade visitors are guaranteed.
This brochure gives details of our new initiatives and numerous services to
ensure that your presence at Heimtextil is a complete success.

MAD ABOUT

TEXTILES

Our new trade fair concept from 2019 onwards
includes a new hall structure with the addition
of the new Hall 12 and without Hall 6, which is
currently undergoing renovation.
This offers you and your customers the following
benefits:

THE NEW CONCEPT.
A TOUR
OF THE HALLS.

NUMEROUS VISITOR SYNERGIES
Product groups are combined into target group-specific areas.

8.0

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU AS AN EXHIBITOR
Strong ‘neighbourhoods’ are being created for suppliers of home
and household textiles.
ADDED VALUE FOR VISITING THE FAIR
The new structure offers exhibitors and visitors more space and
a wider range of products.

3.0

3.1

This new combination of previously separate exhibitor and product groups creates synergies for
buyers! Interior decorators and designers, in particular, will have more time to visit exhibitors thanks
to the joint presentation of all relevant products in one hall – from curtains and decorative fabrics to
curtain rails and sun protection systems. Hall 8.0 is also the new home of the DecoTeam, whose
members will be presenting all the latest home textile trends.

9.0

11.0

4.0 / 4.1 / 4.2

5.1 and 1.1 / 1.2

11.1

Decorative & Furniture Fabrics

The manufacturer hall with the largest international product range of upholstery and decorative
fabrics, as well as furniture leather, upholstery leather and imitation leather. The most relevant
buyer target groups in Hall 4 come from the furniture and home textiles sector or represent
textile manufacturers. Hall 4.2 also focuses on another target group: architects, interior
designers and hotel furnishers. Manufacturers with experience in contract business showcase
their goods and services here. To enhance our offer for this particular target group, Hall 4.2
will also host the Interior.Architecture.Hospitality Expo – the exclusive exhibition format
specifically for the contract sector.

Asian Excellence and Asian Selection

In Hall 5.1 (Asian Excellence) you’ll find high-quality exporters of home textiles, including upholstery
and decorative fabrics, curtains, sun protection systems and carpets from Asia, which have been
selected by an independent panel of experts. Other suppliers from Asia will be showcasing their offer
individually or in national pavilions in Halls 1.1 and 1.2 under a new name: Asian Selection.

Smart Bedding
“After nutrition and fitness, sleep seems destined to be the next big lifestyle theme”, according to the
German newspaper FAZ*. We are showcasing it already as a key theme of the future! Together with
business partners and institutions, we are creating a competence centre – a strong magnet for bed
retailers and other target groups. The proximity to the bed linen product group in Halls 12.0 and 12.1
and to the high-end segment in Hall 11.1 will maintain existing close links.

Wall Decoration
The world’s largest and most international range of wallpaper and wall design! This area is now even
more attractive thanks to the clear focus on wall decoration.

Beautiful Living
Here too, various product groups (table linen, blankets, plaids, pillows and accessories) have been
brought together to create new synergies for buyers. Ideal conditions for you as an exhibitor: The
buyer target groups here overlap with those in the neighbouring Hall 8.

Heimtextil Trends, Textile Design & Digital Print Technology
In Hall 3.0, we are establishing our range of products and services around the themes of trends,
innovation and future technologies – and the world’s largest platform for textile design. An area
full of inspiration for exhibitors and visitors.
For more information on this topic, see the following pages.

Window & Interior Decoration

Be classy!
Our premium positioning – with a very high-quality target group of boutique buyers and superior
retailers. The connection to the new Hall 12 will ensure an optimal flow of visitors. The proximity
to Hall 8 with its new product group structure and the link to Hall 9 will also have a positive
effect thanks to overlapping buyer target groups.

12.0

Bed & Bath Fashion (Brands)
The new Hall 12.0 will focus on branded companies in the bed linen and bathroom textile segments.
It meets the primary and secondary requirements of buyers from the bed and bathroom sectors.

12.1

Bed & Bath Fashion (Private Label)
We are THE platform for private label business and this new focus offers buyers a clear overview of
the market. This results in a better overview, more time to order and more time to discover new
manufacturers.

*Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 25. 8. 2016

Beautiful Living

9.0

10.0
10.1
10.3

Window & Interior Decoration

Lifestyle products: Table linen, throws, rugs,
cushions and accessories

Curtains, decorative fabrics and systems,
textiles editeurs, sun protection systems,
carpets and textile processing

NEW HEIMTEXTIL
NEW SITE PLAN.

Asian Selection

Individual presentations and national pavilions with
manufacturers from Asia with home textiles for the
bedroom, bathroom and table

Heimtextil Trends 2019/2020
Messeturm

Trends. Innovation. Inspiration

Textile Design

Entrance
Galleria

Design studios, style agencies,
CAD / CAM suppliers

Entrance
T
Torhaus

Asian Excellence

10.2 Selected manufacturers from Asia with home textile

8.0

3.0

3.0

Congress Center

products for bed, bath and table

Digital Print Technology
Digital printers, software,
digital print accessories

Smart Bedding

3.0

11.0 Bedding, covers, mattresses, pillows, sleep systems
and the new special show “The Future of Sleep”

Wall Decoration

Torhaus
Festhalle

Service-Center
T
Torhaus

Be classy!

Agora

& Bath Fashion (Brands)
12.0 Bed
Branded companies with bed linen and

Entrance
City

bathroom textiles

Bed & Bath Fashion (Private Label)

12.1 Private label suppliers of bed linen and
bathroom textiles

3.1

Manufacturer hall for upholstery and decorative
fabrics, upholstery leather and imitation leather

Decorative & Furniture Fabrics

4.0
4.1
4.2

Interior.Architecture.Hospitality Expo

4.2

Asian Excellence Asian Selection

5.1

Forum

11.1 Luxurious and classic-modern bedding,
bathroom and table linen collections

Wallpaper, wall coverings, wallpaper
accessories, paint and varnishes

Exclusive selection of textile interior design
and unique hotel furnishing

Entrance
Portalhaus

Dependance
Cargo Center

Entrance
Hall 3

Individual presentations and national pavilions with manufacturers
from Asia with home textile products, including: upholstery and
decorative fabrics, curtains, carpets, sun protection systems and
wallpaper

1.1
1.2

EXPERIENCE, EVENT AND
NETWORKING PLATFORM.

HEIMTEXTIL AT A GLANCE.

AROUND

69,000
OVER

3,000

20
HALL

Heimtextil offers so much more than
simply a trade fair experience: Its
lectures and guided tours provide a
wealth of new and useful industry
knowledge to diverse professional
groups, including architects, interior
designers, project planners, hotel
outfitters, interior decorators and
visual merchandisers. The evening
events are ideal for networking and
perfectly round out a successful day
of business.

DAS NEUE EXKLUSIVE AUSSTELLUNGSFORMAT:
HOSPITALITY PLAZA.

LEVELS

EXHIBITORS

80%

TRADE VISITORS

OF VISITORS
INTERESTED IN THE
ISSUE OF
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97 %
VISITOR
SATISFACTION

CENTRAL

LOCATION
AT THE HEART

OF EUROPE

PERSONAL
DIALOGUE WITH
CUSTOMERS

LATEST

TRENDS
AND DIVERSE

INSPIRATION

TRENDS, DESIGN AND FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF – HALL 3.0

PREVIEW FOR
EXHIBITORS

HEIMTEXTIL TRENDS.
Inspiring, innovative and brand new. This completely redesigned area in Hall 3.0 offers visitors a multi-sensory experience
of the mega-trends of the coming season. Make the most of this
opportunity and book your place to showcase your innovative
products, on-trend textures, fresh colours and previously unseen
designs in an inspirational environment. Attract the attention of
interested buyers to your products, which they can then order
directly at your stand.

TEXTILE DESIGN.
The largest international platform
for textile design. In the Textile
Design Area you‘ll find around
250 design studios exhibiting
their creative ideas. You too can
take part and sell your exclusive
designs. Lively discussions and
networking are guaranteed.

DIGITAL PRINT.
Innovations around digital textile
printing. We bring the future to life –
with the focus on production technologies. Use our major platform for new
products in the following areas: digital
printers, software and digital printing
accessories.

the day before the
fair opens!

EXCLUSIVE HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE CONTRACT SECTOR.
Interior.Architecture.Hospitality: The contract sector is becoming increasingly
important. The last edition of Heimtextil attracted 5,500 visitors interested in
contract business – and the trend is on the rise! We are building on this new
development and under the heading Interior.Architecture.Hospitality Expo we
cover all services relevant to this target group.
Be one of our exhibitors and benefit from keen interest from visitors. Present your
products and goods for contract furnishing to an international trade audience at
Heimtextil 2019. Or take part in our exclusive new exhibition formats at the second
Interior.Architecture.Hospitality Expo or the Hospitality Plaza, which is being held
for the first time.

In 2019, we will continue to expand our expertise for
the contract sector. Following very positive feedback
for the first Interior.Architecture.Hospitality Expo,
we will be presenting the latest design and functional
solutions for contract furnishing in Hall 4.2: from
textiles with acoustic or special wear-resistant properties to modular carpets, sun
protection systems and innovative wall coverings. Are these products part of
your portfolio? If so, it makes sense to participate in our Expo 2019. Your
benefits at a glance: turnkey stand construction concept, our international
marketing and PR activities, high-quality lecture programme as well as guided
tours for architects, interior designers and hotel outfitters.

THE NEW EXCLUSIVE EXHIBITION FORMAT:
HOSPITALITY PLAZA.
Targeted at hotels, restaurants and spas: With the Hospitality Plaza, we are
responding to the requirements and needs of a very specific target group within
the contract sector. Only bathroom textiles, table linen, bed systems, mattresses,
bedding and bed linen for use in hotels, restaurants and spas are showcased here.
Do you offer these products? If so, it makes sense to take part in the first
Hospitality Plaza and benefit from the media attention attracted by this Heimtextil
premiere.

OUR SERVICES
FOR EXHIBITORS.
ENSURING THE FAIR IS A COMPLETE SUCCESS FOR YOU.

WE’RE HERE
FOR YOU.
DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ORGANISATION OR REALISATION OF
YOUR TRADE FAIR PRESENCE? PLEASE CONTACT US BY PHONE OR MAIL!

FREE PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
You receive numerous publicity materials from us that highlight
your presence at the fair and your exhibition stand. These can be
used to invite your partners and customers.
TARGETED CAMPAIGNS TO ATTRACT TRADE VISITORS
We invest in an eye-catching, international advertising campaign
to make as many potential visitors as possible aware of the fair.
This includes advertisements in relevant trade magazines, online
marketing, social media activities, PR work and direct marketing.
WE ALSO OFFER SUPPORT IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS
Stand construction, stand technology, rental furniture and
equipment, trade fair seminars, publications, technical guidelines,
logistics, passes and tickets, travel information, accommodation
and much more.
SUPPORT FOR INNOVATIVE START-UPS: NEW&NEXT
Are you a newcomer or a young company with a passion for
creative and innovative products for textile interior design?
If so, we have a very special offer for you: New&Next.

Sabine Voigt
Sales (Halls: 1.1, 1.2)

Olga Drexler
Sales (Halls: 9.0, 10.0)

Tel. +49 69 75 75-58 59
sabine.voigt@messefrankfurt.com

Tel. +49 69 75 75-53 77
olga.drexler@messefrankfurt.com

Simone Schneider
Sales (Hall: 3.0 Digital Printing &
Textile Design)

Almut Kwetkus
Sales (Halls: 10.1, 10.2, 10.3)

Tel. +49 69 75 75-67 05
simone.schneider@messefrankfurt.com

Petra Mertens
Sales (Halls: 3.1, 8.0)
Tel. +49 69 75 75-54 10
petra.mertens@messefrankfurt.com

Sandra Neumann
Sales (Halls: 4.0, 4.1, Foyer 4.1, 4.2)
Tel. +49 69 75 75-64 26
sandra.neumann@messefrankfurt.com

Verena Beck
Sales (Halls: 5.1, 4.2 Expo)
Tel. +49 69 75 75-58 59
verena.beck@messefrankfurt.com

Tel. +49 69 75 75-60 31
almut.kwetkus@messefrankfurt.com

André Kreimer
Sales (Halls: 11.0, 12.0, Galleria 0 + 1)
Tel. +49 69 75 75-63 70
andre.kreimer@messefrankfurt.com

Sibylle Krug
Sales (Halls: 11.1, 12.1)
Tel. +49 69 75 75-66 65
sibylle.krug@messefrankfurt.com

BOOK YOUR
PARTICIPATION

AT HEIMTEXTIL
FROM 8. – 11. 1. 2019 NOW.

WE REWARD YOUR LOYALTY!
Were you at Heimtextil in 2018?
If so, you can benefit from a very special offer:
our LOYALTY PRICE!*

Stand rental prices
TYPE OF STAND

REGULAR

Stand rental prices

LOYALTY*
Valid until 15. 3. 2018

1 side open

219.00 € / sqm

186.00 € / sqm

2 sides open

226.00 € / sqm

192.00 € / sqm

3 sides open

230.00 € / sqm

197.00 € / sqm

4 sides open

236.00 € / sqm

201.00 € / sqm

Upper storey area

118.00 € / sqm

114.00 € / sqm

REGISTER NOW!
We look forward to hearing from you
at www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

*This price is available solely to companies that exhibited at
Heimtextil 2018 with their own products and staff and that will be
exhibiting in their own right at Heimtextil 2019 and whose declaration
of intention to exhibit at Heimtextil 2019 was received by Messe
Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH by 15. 3. 2018.

Plus:
∙
∙
∙
∙

Environmental levy € 2.90/sqm
AUMA charge € 0.60/sqm
Media Package € 585.00
plus the currently valid
statutory VAT.

CONTACT

Tel. +49 69 75 75-64 16
Fax +49 69 75 75-66 09
heimtextil@messefrankfurt.com
Heimtextil
Messe Frankfurt
Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH
Postfach 15 02 10
60062 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

